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Introduction
This essay was written on the unceded and unsurrendered territory of the Algonquin
Nation and on Treaty 4 lands — the territories of the Cree, Saulteaux, Dakota, Lakota, and
Nakoda peoples, and the homeland of the Métis Nation. As white settlers, we acknowledge that
we and our institution (Carleton University) have benefitted and continue to benefit from
generations of theft of land and resources and we undertake to understand the obligations that
this multi-generational transfer creates for us.
Universities, academic research, and laboratories have long contributed to colonial and
imperial processes of stealing land and resources, making colonized and enslaved people into
things, and maintaining the colonial cisheteropatriarchal order.1 Trans research in particular has a
long history of pathologizing trans lives and bodies, ignoring trans expertise and needs, and
exhausting trans research participants.2 As the PhD fellow and director, respectively, of the
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Transgender Media Lab, we aim to work within these oppressive structures differently, while
acknowledging that we cannot escape them entirely.
The Transgender Media Lab (TML) was founded by Dr. Horak in 2020 to create an
institutional home for students recruited to Carleton to research trans media-making and build
the Transgender Media Portal (TMP), a collaborative online database of trans filmmakers and
their works.3 The TMP’s goals are to: promote the careers of today’s trans filmmakers, call
attention to older works so they can be programmed and preserved, jumpstart research on these
films, and provide artists and others with access to an innovative tradition of work. While the
lab’s leadership team are all white and cis, the lab’s student researchers have included seven
white trans students (mostly nonbinary and transmasc), four cis BIPOC students (two Black, one
Indigenous, and one Latinx), and one AfroLatina trans woman student.4
In this paper, we ask two questions:
1. How can we run a lab that is fair, transparent, effective, fun, and in line with trans, antiracist, anti-colonial, feminist, queer, and crip values?
2. What does meaningful and ethical collaboration with marginalized communities look like
in the context of a federally funded university-based digital humanities project led by a
white cis researcher?
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For guidance on orienting our work toward social justice,5 we look to scholarship not only in
digital humanities, but also art practice, design, human-computer interaction, science and
technology studies, digital ethics, and archive studies. We find that we cannot separate trans,
anti-racist, anti-colonial, feminist, queer, or crip approaches from one another. Firstly, this is
because trans people are also Black and Indigenous, are also disabled and queer, so if we were to
take a solely “trans” approach, it would ignore trans people’s lived realities and implicitly default
to a white able-bodied trans experience. Secondly, we all live in a society built on land stolen
from Indigenous people and on the labor of enslaved people, and that forces people into
cisheteropatriarchal ableist norms–thus, all these approaches are necessary in order to understand
and remake our world. Together, these approaches invite us to think carefully and act ethically in
terms of power, labor, accountability, value, credit, privacy, and harm.
The solution is not to create a structureless group in which all members are declared
equal. As feminist scholar Jo Freeman already noted in 1972, that move often works as a “smoke
screen” masking underlying power dynamics.6 Rather, following the lead of the Civic Laboratory
for Environmental Action Research (CLEAR), a feminist, anti-colonial, marine science lab at
Memorial University, we acknowledge that while “there is no ‘outside’ of power relations,” our
attempts to orient our lab toward social justice “serve (at least) three functions: they are an ethicin-practice that confirms our solidarity with one another in the lab; they make the politics that are
always at work explicit and able to be addressed rather than implicit and unacknowledged; and
they are a form of ‘prefigurative politics’ where we work to model the world we want, rather
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than merely critique the world as it is.”7 We are not offering “universal best practices” but rather
strategies to align our lab’s practices with our values that could be translated and adapted to other
contexts.8

Running a Lab
Tracing the history of the laboratory to the sixteenth century, feminist media scholars
Maya Livio and Lori Emerson offer methodological provocations for challenging the colonial,
racist, sexist, and ableist roots of the contemporary, interdisciplinary lab.9 More than liberal
inclusion strategies, Livio and Emerson call for a restructuring of lab operations. Indeed, as
Marisa Parham suggests, “You have to think profoundly differently about what it means to invite
a person into a space–that the sentence ‘invite a person into a space’ already reveals a power
dynamic about a thing that’s already gone wrong before you got there.”10 Failing to acknowledge
and challenge these inherited power dynamics could mean inadvertently reproducing hierarchies
and causing harm. Some typical and potentially harmful ways of operating labs include: a topdown power structure in which the principal investigator makes all of the decisions;11 treating lab
members equally, as opposed to equitably, which does not recognize people’s unique needs
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stemming from their social, economic, and cultural locations;12 presenting the lab as a neutral
space that is welcoming to “everyone” – a term that is “deeply embedded in ableist, gendered,
colonial, and racial assumptions about who counts as a someone;”13 and excluding community
members from knowledge production.14
From the scholarship we have learned about more equitable and just approaches to
running a lab. CLEAR is one example of a feminist lab that enacts their values in their everyday
work. CLEAR lab members regularly engage in a lengthy, creative, and collaborative process to
articulate the lab’s values and develop specific tactics for putting them into action.15 These
values inform the work that lab members do, including “how to order supplies, how to hire new
people, who to hire, how to treat animals… [and] how to deal with lab members who make
mistakes and cause harm.” The latest version of CLEAR’s guiding values are: equity; humility
and solidarity; supportive openness; and orientation toward process. An explanation of these
values, as well as the rules, guidelines, and protocols that put them into action, are described in a
living, publicly-accessible lab book.16 For example, CLEAR puts equity into practice by:
collaboratively assigning author order in publications; engaging in consensus-based decision
making; using round-robins in meetings so that everyone has an opportunity to speak; and
providing yearly facilitation training to lab members so they learn how to advocate for quieter
people’s ideas and how to “step back” when they are dominating a conversation. In another
example, CLEAR demonstrates “supportive openness” through the lab’s number one rule: “If
you’re heartbroken, sick or exhausted, go home. This job is not more important than your well
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being.”17 Many digital humanities resources similarly recommend a project charter or other
written agreement that describes the project’s goals, participant roles, how credit will be
assigned, and instructions for particular tasks.18
While the TML has thus far been communicating lab values and processes in a largely
informal, oral, top-down manner, this fall our team will undertake the values-defining process
described by CLEAR and draft a lab handbook that describes these values and the everyday
rules, guidelines, and protocols that align our actions with them. We will also start using roundrobins in our meetings, look into training the group in facilitation, and adopt CLEAR’s number
one rule about going home (or logging off) if you’re not well. Recently, we introduced a checkin at the start of each meeting, which creates space for each of us to share how we are doing, and
where it is okay to share negative emotions and experiences if desired.
As Livio and Emerson note, conflict within feminist labs is not something to be avoided;
it is welcomed and necessary. They advocate for establishing “a clear and transparent reporting
structure” for when lab members breach protocols.19 Critical disability scholars Cody A. Jackson
and Christina V. Cedillo write that “cripping our discipline requires a politics of risk…” They
argue that non-disabled scholars must take such risks as holding people accountable “even when
it’s not convenient or comfortable.”20 The CLEAR Lab Book admits that “disputes and conflicts
will arise whenever we are...working with others in a group” and includes a collectively-authored
conflict resolution protocol for lab members.21 CLEAR advises its members to bring up any
17
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issues they have with a rule, process, or person when they are still small so that they can be
addressed and to call each other in, rather than out. In generating our new lab book, the TML
will likewise describe how we want our members to approach and resolve conflicts in generative
and accountable ways.
CLEAR also reminds us that another part of “supportive openness” is “keeping humour,
fun, and personality alive and part of the lab work.”22 Likewise, Wernimont refers to labs as
“survival technologies” within academic institutions and she urges us to imagine labs not only as
providing “freedom from,” but also providing “freedom to” – including the freedom to cultivate
joy, excitement, and pleasure.23 As a trans nonbinary fellow with the TML, Ruddy finds that
community building within the lab has been significant as they navigate a cisheteropatriachal
institution where they face misgendering and the exclusion of trans theory from their core
courses. In this sense, the TML does serve as a “survival technology” within Carleton. The TML
has also had a lot of fun over the past years, with lively public screenings, shared excitement at
archival discoveries, and end-of-year parties with vegan doughnuts. The TML’s Trans Reading
Group and the TML Incubator–a space for students to receive collegial feedback on scholarly
work and nascent ideas–are supportive environments where trans students and faculty, as well as
cis allies, engage in lively conversations with one another on trans-related topics and develop
friendships. We will continue to support socializing and community building within the lab,
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while being cognizant that even social events can perpetuate exclusion and unequal power
dynamics.24

Collaborating with marginalized communities
Recognizing that the TML is a federally-funded, university-based, digital humanities
project led by a white cis researcher, it is key that we consider how we can meaningfully and
ethically collaborate with marginalized communities as we create a database of trans-made films.
We want to avoid replicating imperialist, colonial, and extractive research practices, some of
which include: doing research on rather than with marginalized research subjects; “parachuting”
into communities, claiming to know better than them, devaluing their expertise, and not investing
in capacity building;25 stealing the ideas of community members and reaping the rewards;
asserting that you are the “first’” to discover something that has been long known by locals;26
demanding that marginalized people narrate their trauma on demand;27 circulating primary
source material online without considering how it might affect the people and communities that
created it;28 and expecting community members to do unpaid, volunteer labour or paying them in
an untimely manner.29
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One of the biggest lessons from the scholarship is that when your project is designed to
benefit marginalized communities, members from these communities should be part of the
project team from the get-go, and be afforded real decision-making power. People with lived
experience are best situated to know what their community needs. Also, incorporating
marginalized people means that they get trained in new skills and, as co-creators, some of the
credit goes to them and not just to outside researchers. Lauren Klein and Catherine D’Ignazio
argue that one of the principles of data feminism is to challenge power relations by developing
more “robust participatory processes” in order to centre the experiences of those at the margins.30
Similarly, the Design Justice Network’s principles state, “we center the voices of those who are
directly impacted by the outcomes of the design process” and “work toward sustainable,
community-led and -controlled outcomes.”31 Sasha Costanza-Chock argues that there is no
substitute for involving the most affected community in the design of a project (such as creating
imaginary user personas, for example) and that it is essential to practice real accountability as
opposed to simply extracting ideas from the community.32 For example, Moya Bailey created an
advisory panel to help ensure her research on the Twitter hashtag #girlslikeus, created by Black
trans activist Janet Mock, was ethical and useful to Black trans women.33
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Given that our project aims to benefit trans arts communities, it is a problem that our
project’s leadership team is all white and cis, and thus it is crucial that we build non-exploitative,
mutually benficial, collaborative relationships with trans communities, and hire more BIPOC
trans people. Similar to Bailey and others, Dr. Horak recognized from the outset of the project
the need to establish an advisory board of trans scholars and artists.34 However, the board is
mostly white, with one Black member and one Indigenous member, and has been operating quite
informally–Horak sends emails when questions arise, and receives responses from only a few
members. Thus, we have committed to: 1) reconstituting the board in Fall 2021 with majority
BIPOC trans members; 2) giving the board more authority by formally defining its role, and
requiring that it hold two one-hour online meetings per year; 3) paying board members a yearly
honorarium for their time and expertise; and 4) establishing a meaningful relationship with an
elder from the local Algonquin community.
In the past three years, the TML has hired six trans students in paid research positions.
Most of the student researchers we have hired are trans, including trans media-makers, who are
helping to shape the project, design the database, and connect it to the trans arts communities
they are a part of. However, thus far, we have recruited only one BIPOC trans student. This is
due, in part, to the systematic exclusion of BIPOC trans people from higher education
institutions like Carleton. Although we have made specific efforts to get our job ads in front of
trans BIPOC candidates by sending the ads to Black, Indigenous, and trans student groups,
professional organizations, and historically-Black universities, we need to do more. We are now
considering opening up some of our lab positions to non-students in order to include more
BIPOC trans researchers from outside the academy. In this, we follow the lead of the Feminist
34
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Crunk Collective whose members are feminists of color “in the academy and without,” including
scholar-activists, community activists, and artists.35 As a longer term strategy, we will build
relationships with BIPOC trans community leaders and organizations, and ask them what kind of
support they might find helpful from university-affiliated researchers. Further, we plan to lead
trainings and edit-a-thons on the TMP at trans and queer film festivals, thus finding trans and
BIPOC trans arts community members where they already are.36
In order to ensure the TMP is responsive to diverse community needs and help prioritize
our next steps, we ran usability test/community consultations with members of Ottawa trans arts
communities in March 2020. All of the six testers were trans, half identified as BIPOC, and all
were involved in art and/or activism.37 Each tester explored our website, tried entering data into
the database, and participated in a group conversation about the project’s plans and policies. The
student researchers and PI summarized the testers’ recommendations in a 35-page publiclyaccessible report.38 Some things the users appreciated about the project were: the website’s focus
on community engagement; the database’s flexible and intersectional approach to identity; and
the focus on diverse voices on the website and Advisory Board. Some of their recommendations
were to: make the process of contributing to the database less laborious; weave a “thread of
gratitude” throughout the contributor experience; make the language on the website more
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accessible; be transparent about the project’s limitations; and incorporate more BIPOC trans
leadership at all levels of the project. We are now in the process of implementing these
recommendations, and will track our progress with a yearly accountability report. We plan to
conduct more usability tests in the future and will continue to prioritize recruiting BIPOC users.
Despite good intentions, social-justice informed digital projects do have the potential to
cause harm to marginalized collaborators. For example, when T.L. Cowan and Jasmine Rault
received funding to build a collaborative digital archive of trans- feminist and queer cabaret
(Cabaret Commons), they realized that their initial idea was based on some incorrect
assumptions about value, benefit, and risk.39 Following their warnings, we are in the midst of
figuring out how to make trans-made films more accessible without exposing trans people to
harm and how to build a community of contributors that doesn’t replicate the exploitative
relationship of much crowdsourcing and Web 2.0 economies. Psychologists Singh et al. have
developed a checklist “to guide feminist researchers as they seek to work collaboratively,
inclusively and respectfully with transgender participants.”40 The first two tasks require
researchers to examine their own positionality in relation to power and privilege, and articulate
how their biases and beliefs impact their research, including naming potential shortcomings.
Singh et al. further suggest that researchers “develop strategies for accountability emerging from
these potential challenges.”41 This is an exercise that we will undertake individually and as a
team.
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Further, university funding structures present barriers for scholars collaborating with
marginalized communities. For example, Cole at al. discovered that as many as seventeen people
could be involved in paying just one person. This lengthy bureaucratic process harmed their
project’s marginalized collaborators who relied on timely payments to cover basic living
expenses, such as rent and food.42 For our usability tests and screenings, we worked with the
university to overcome this barrier, and were thus able to pay testers and guest speakers in cash
on the day of the events.43

Conclusion
As Lynn Dombrowski, Ellie Harmon, and Sarah Fox write, orienting toward social
justice is an “always ongoing process and practice” and “horizon to work toward,” rather than a
“clearly defined utopia that offers itself up for idealized achievement.”44 On the other hand,
Jackson and Cedillo are frustrated with how institutions project accessibility and justice “into
obscure horizons of futurity,” arguing instead that we must act now.45 The first step is to start
noticing all the ways that the status quo of universities, academic research, and labs support
oppression, and how we are complicit within these structures–this itself is a never-ending
process. The next steps are to decide what kind of world we want our work to build and what
tactics we can adopt to put these values into practice. Invariably we will make mistakes, cause
harm, and experience conflict. In some ways the next steps are the most important–how will we
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respond to finding out that we have caused harm? How will we be accountable to the people in
our lab, the communities outside our lab that our work affects, and more broadly, to the people
whose land we are on, and the people whose oppression benefits us and our institution? At the
TML and TMP, we are learning from trans, anti-racist, anti-colonial, feminist, queer, and crip
scholarship and putting into place regular check-ins about our values and how our activities can
best support those values.

Appendix: Labs and Collectives that Inspire Us
● Civic Laboratory for Environmental Action Research (CLEAR) https://civiclaboratory.nl/
(See, in particular, the Methodology section of the website)
● Collaboratory for Indigenous Data Governance https://indigenousdatalab.org/
● Crunk Feminist Collective https://www.crunkfeministcollective.com/
● Dark Laboratory https://www.darklaboratory.com/
● Design Justice Network https://designjustice.org/
● Data + Feminism Lab https://dataplusfeminism.mit.edu/
● Detroit Digital Justice Coalition http://detroitdjc.org/principles/
● Lesbian Herstory Archives https://lesbianherstoryarchives.org/
● LGBTQ Oral History Digital Collaboratory at University of Toronto
http://lgbtqdigitalcollaboratory.org/
● Sins Invalid https://www.sinsinvalid.org/
● Taller Electric Marronage https://www.electricmarronage.com/
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